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3. Build the best teams 

and cultivate an 

environment for growth

2. Build end-to-end 

modular solutions, not 

software

1. Keep the core clean 

and build industry 

focused differentiators 

Agenda: Our vision to optimize and transform the way we build, run and 

deliver value for our customers can be broken down into three areas: 
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Our vision is clear: 

Network of intelligent, sustainable enterprises

From

intelligent 
enterprises . . .

. . . to a

sustainable 
world

. . . to a

network 
of intelligent enterprises
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Enterprises are facing many challenges, leading to seismic shifts in 

strategies

8

“There can't be a crisis next week, my schedule is already full.”

– Henry Kissinger
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Composable technologyOrganizational and 

business architecture

Mindset

Composability involves three phases
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You cannot solve today’s challenges with yesterday’s tools and mindset

Enabling 

technologies

Customer

value creation

Client server and Internet
1990s–2000s

Cloud, mobile, and Big Data
2000s–2010s

Intelligent technologies
2010s–2020s

Connected ecosystems
The future

▪ Widespread PC adoption

▪ Broadband Internet

▪ ERP and business process

technologies

▪ Mobile and smartphone ubiquity

▪ Cloud computing

▪ Social networks

▪ Big Data

▪ Conversational UX

▪ Machine learning (ML)

▪ Internet of Things (IoT)

▪ Blockchain

▪ Vaccines collaboration

▪ Catena X

▪ Sourcing networks

▪ Green token

▪ Large Language Models 

Business process
automation

Digital
transformation

Intelligent
enterprise

Networked
intelligent
enterprises
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The future of SAP S/4HANA is data driven – automating processes and 

driving insights to steer operations and make the right decisions

Customer

Intelligent suite O-data

X-data
Industry 4.0Sensor data

Operational
excellence

Business model
innovation

and

Commodity processes

Best practices and 
standardization

Differentiating processes

Process optimization;  
reimagining business 
processes and models

AUTOMATION INNOVATION
Revenue growthCost optimization

Network resource planning
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It’s a journey, not a destination

SAP Order Management 

foundation

Moving to the cloud from a heavy, complex, and highly customized monolith
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design

buy

maintain

supply

service

make

people

sell
finance

cross topics
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Add. 

installation 

Field service mgmt.

Service cloud 

Customer relationship mgmt.

Intelligent asset mgmt.

Geo framework

Core human resources and payroll 

Talent mgmt.

Time and attendance mgmt.

Human capital analytics

Enterprise product development Add. 

license 

Operational procurement

Sourcing and contract 

Supplier mgmt.

Procurement analytics

Invoice mgmt.

Order and contract mgmt.

Sales force support

Accounting and financial close

Financial operations

Cost mgmt. and profitability analysis

Enterprise risk and compliance 

Inventory

Warehousing

Delivery and transportation

Order promising

Logistics material identification

Circular economy logistics

Production engineering

Production planning 

Production operations / options

Quality mgmt.

Manufacturing insights

Enterprise portfolio and project mgmt. Maintenance mgmt. Service master data and agreement mgmt. 

Service operations and processes

Service parts mgmt. 

Core HR and time recording
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s Guided buying

Supplier mgmt.

Business network

Services procurement

Governance, risk, and compliance solutions

Multi-Bank Connectivity

Cash Application

Analytics Cloud for planning

Customer experience:

• Sales cloud

• Marketing cloud

• Commerce cloud 

• Customer Data cloud

Experience mgmt.

Digital manufacturing

Manufacturing suite:

• Manufacturing execution

• Manufacturing integration and intelligence

• Plant connectivity 

Integrated business planning

Global batch traceability

Logistics business network

Transportation mgmt.

Extended warehouse mgmt.
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Ext. production planning and scheduling

Ext. production engineering and operations

Environment, health, and safety

Adv. warehousing

Adv. transportation

Adv. order promising

Ext.  service parts mgmt. 
Central procurement

Sales performance mgmt. 

Adv. accounting, financial close

Adv. financial operations

Treasury mgmt. 

Commodity mgmt. 

Real estate mgmt. 

Subscription billing and revenue mgmt. 

SAP S/4HANA Modular Application Portfolio (MAP)

Asset operations

and maintenance
Add. 

license 

Ext. enterprise portfolio 

and project mgmt.

Product lifecycle mgmt.

Product compliance
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Industry specifics

Sustainable solutions

Intelligent applications 
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Fit for future technology strategy – Composable architecture

Business specific

Competitive advantage, tuned to 

business and customer needs

Principles

▪ Fit for purpose → Customer focus

▪ Agile → Flexible, adapt to change

▪ Speed → Deliver value early

Examples

▪ R&D development

▪ Verticalization differentiation

▪ Price determination

▪ Produce product

Enterprise core

Competitive necessity, driving operational 

effectiveness, across your company globally

Principles

▪ Standardized → Out-of-the-box functionalities

▪ Quality and cost optimized → Max automation

▪ Clearly governed → One decision-maker

Examples

▪ Managing account receivables and payables

▪ Inventory planning and forecasting

▪ Managing payroll

Connected enterprise through 

suite qualities

Ready access to technology capabilities

Principles

▪ Commoditization of connectivity

▪ Accessibility and usability

▪ Innovation enabled through zero friction

Examples

▪ Every (business) capability is digitally published

▪ Exposed capabilities may be consumed, 

combined, and innovated upon without consent of 

the owner

Business capabilities Fit for future technology

Data

Structured, 

organized quality data for 

the enterprise

Principles

▪ Data governance

▪ Data management

▪ Date models

Examples

▪ Democratized data

▪ Ownership, quality

▪ Trusted reporting, 

AI-supported decisions

Composable architecture

Modular technology to enable business 

resilience

Principles

▪ Modularity – packaged business capability

▪ Discovery – easier to find, integrate, and (re)use

▪ Autonomy – easier to change, replace, remove

▪ Orchestration – secure by design and ready to be 

used

Examples

▪ A “pricing engine” is used for price determination for 

a wide variety of products by different business lines

W
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Business applications

Lead-to-cash Source-to-pay Recruit-to-retire Design-to-operate

Aligned domain

models

Consistent security 

and identity management

Coordinated

lifecycle 

management

Embedded and cross-

product analytics

Consistent user

experience

One workflow

inbox

End-to-end process

blueprints

Harmonized look-

and-feel and 

navigation patterns 

Central task 

management

Implementable 

reference 

architectures

Aligned business 

objects across 

applications

Central identity 

provisioning and 

authentication

Harmonized 

provisioning setup 

and operations

Holistic 360-degree

business and 

customer view

Business technology platform

The Intelligent Enterprise: Connected enterprises through suite qualities 

SAP Customer Experience SAP S/4HANA SAP S/4HANA SAP Ariba
SAP S/4HANA

SAP Concur

SAP Fieldglass

SAP SuccessFactors SAP S/4HANA

SAP IBP

SAP Digital Manufacturing Cloud

SAP Asset Intelligence Network
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. . . and many more 

industry cloud 

applications!

Apps are available in SAP Store

Finance

Digital

supply

chain

R&D

Quote-to-

cash

Asset 

mgmt

…

Vistex
go-to-

market suite

…

Lifecycle 

compliant through

SAP BTP, ABAP 

environment
Partner 

extension 

Customer 

extension 

Partner 

extension 

With industry cloud, we keep the cloud core lean and clean, leveraging 

SAP Business Technology Platform for modular and innovative developments

Business technology platform
Industry-domain models – Integration – Marketplace

ABAP Non-ABAP

▪ Clean, stable, and 

lean core yet highly 

integrated

▪ No core modifications

▪ Simple upgrades

▪ Customer able to 

consume SAP 

innovation on regular 

basis

▪ Partner extension 

independent of 

current SAP release 

(interfaces are stable 

and flexible)

▪ Aligned industry 

domain models

Side-by-side extensionsIn-app extensions

APIs

Customer extensionPartner extension Industry capabilities from SAP

SAP app

SAP S/4HANA Cloud: Modular architecture with a lean, clean, and protected core 

Industry-specific 

capabilities
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The business architecture will heavily evolve from today to 2028  
IES solution (integrated)

SAP BTP services

SAP Analytics Cloud based SAP BTP service

SAP BTP service on SAP BTP ABAP 

environment, until 2026

SAP S/4HANA Cloud core (ABAP)

FINANCE Sales Procurement Supply chain management Asset management P/S and proj. mgt.

0
Current 

state 1
First candidates until 

2026 2
Second wave after 

2026 3
Mainly carved out 

after 2028

Transformation into a hybrid of ABAP core and 

modular SAP BTP–based apps
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514%
three-year ROI

8 months
to payback

IDC Study - Infographic

IDC Business Value Study: SAP BTP for SAP S/4HANA Cloud 

87%
higher productivity 

to development 
teams

https://www.sap.com/documents/2022/11/2e17a91d-527e-0010-bca6-c68f7e60039b.html
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SAP’s intelligent suite – Example of a composable architecture

Platform

Foundation plane

Service plane or

corporate plane

Business channels

BTP

Customer network Commerce network Supply chain and 

procurement network

Logistics business 

network

Industry cloud apps

BTP services

Customer cloud apps

Startups, 

divestitures, 

investments, 

3rd party

Central services and shared services

Clean ERP core
Operational 

ERP

Operational 

ERP
Operational 

ERP

Finance HR Procure


